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BEFORE THE 

POSTAL REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20268-0001 

 

 
Notice of Price Adjustment                                 Docket No. R2011-5  
 

 
Comments of the  

American Catalog Mailers Association (ACMA) 

 (April 29, 2011) 
 
 
Notice of Price Adjustment, Docket No. R2011-5 (April 12, 2011), invited 

comments by today.  ACMA is pleased to respond.  We find this idea to be novel 

and creative and we urge the Commission to accept it because it encourages 

innovation at a minimal cost. We do suggest that more notice be given for future 

opportunities of this type so mailers have more time to consider all the possible 

new approaches it enables, but this in and of itself is not a reason to scuttle the 

present “promotion.” 

 

The Postal Service is drawing attention to methods that increase the value of 

mail by utilizing emerging technologies to tie mail to other marketing media, and 

in the current instance to mobile phones. This promotion focuses on the ability to 

use quick response codes (QR codes) in hard copy allowing customers to quickly 

order or get more information about a mailed offer. Where the market and 

technology ultimately lead is today unknown but it is clear that greater adoption 

and further experimentation by marketers will be required to figure out the most 

productive multichannel solutions. Given the forecasted growth in mobile usage, 
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making sure mail is a sophisticated component of the marketing mix when 

optimum solutions do emerge is a good business practice.  

 

Beyond the specific opportunity contained in this filing, we appreciate the larger 

strategic context it represents. In the face of increasingly effective electronic 

communications, many have indicated a need for the Postal Service to increase 

the rate of innovation. Innovation requires creative ideas as a start. It then 

requires testing the most promising ideas to find what actually works. The key to 

rapid innovation is therefore widespread experimentation. Most experimentation 

looks to benefits but involves some risk. We see the risk here as reasonable. 

Even if the more widespread experimentation by mailers on ways to apply QR 

codes to increase response rate or average order value yields nothing, this 

promotion has already generated a benefit through considerable industry 

attention and excitement. In fact, ACMA is hosting an invitation-only industry-

wide conference call to brainstorm new ways marketers can take advantage of 

QR codes and provide a platform for further experimentation and best practice 

sharing. 

 

Given the recent ACD published by the Commission, some may question why 

Standard Flats (SF) are included in this filing. Catalogs, which make up a 

majority of Carrier Route (CR) volume, mail in both CR and SF in the same 

mailing event using the exact same mailpiece. Since 100% of a mailing must 

qualify, it would be impossible to separate these in the same mailing event. The 
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additional costs of a plate change or separate and smaller volume print run or 

mail preparation run would outstrip the modest incentive being offered. Without 

prejudice to the arguments that SF are “underwater,” the economic impact of 

including SF in the promotion is not material. Conversely, excluding SF would 

effectively remove an entire customer segment that could well be one of the most 

valuable future opportunities to tie mail and electronic marketing.   

 

ACMA supports the R2011-5 filing as encouraging greater experimentation and 

higher adoption of mobile bar codes by marketers. We can find no significant 

downside to this promotion and many possible upsides. We recommend its 

approval and the more general signal to the Postal Service to accelerate the 

experimentation that leads to innovation. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 

Hamilton Davison, 
President & Executive Director, 

American Catalog Mailers Association 
April 29, 2011 


